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Outline of the talk
 ● The Drell-Yan kinematical distributions and the  determination

 ● The modelling of the QCD effects and the difficult estimate of the associated uncertainties

 ● Proposal of a new observable, suitable for a transparent discussion of the uncertainties on 

mW

mW

2

(6.5 MeV) and track momentum (2.3 MeV),
on the z coordinate measured in the COT
(0.8 MeV), and on QED radiative corrections
(3.1 MeV). Measurements of the Z boson
mass using the dielectron track momenta,
and comparisons of mass measurements using
radiative and nonradiative electrons, provide
consistent results. The final calibration of the
electron energy is obtained by combining the
E/p-based calibration with the Z → eeð Þmass-
based calibration, taking into account the cor-
related uncertainty on the radiative corrections.
The spectator partons in the proton and

antiproton, as well as the additional (≈3) p!p
interactions in the same collider bunch cross-
ing, contribute visible energy that degrades
the resolution of u

→
. These contributions are

measured from events triggered on inelastic
p!p interactions and random bunch cross-
ings, reproducing the collision environment
of theW and Z boson data. Because there are
no high-pT neutrinos in the Z boson data, the
p
→
T imbalance between thep

→‘‘

T andu
→
inZ → ‘‘

events is used to measure the calorimeter
response to, and resolution of, the initial-
state QCD radiation accompanying boson
production. The simulation of the recoil vector
u
→
also requires knowledge of the distribution of

the energy flow into the calorimeter towers
impacted by the leptons, because these towers
are excluded from the computation of u

→
. This

energy flow ismeasured from theW boson data
using the event-averaged response of towers
separated in azimuth from the lepton direction.

Extracting the W boson mass

Kinematic distributions of background events
passing the event selection are included in
the template fits with their estimated nor-
malizations. The W boson samples contain a
small contamination of background events
arising from QCD jet production with a hadron
misidentified as a lepton, Z → ‘‘ decays with
only one reconstructed lepton,W → tn→ ‘n!nn,
pion and kaon decays in flight to muons (DIF),

and cosmic-ray muons (t, tau lepton; !n, anti-
neutrino). The jet, DIF, and cosmic-ray back-
grounds are estimated from control samples
of data, whereas the Z → ‘‘ and W → tn
backgrounds are estimated from simulation.
Background fractions for the muon (electron)
datasets are evaluated to be 7.37% (0.14%)
from Z → ‘‘ decays, 0.88% (0.94%) from
W → tn decays, 0.01% (0.34%) from jets,
0.20% from DIF, and 0.01% from cosmic rays.
The fit results (Fig. 4) are summarized in

Table 1. The MW fit values are blinded during
analysis with an unknown additive offset in the
range of−50 to 50MeV, in the samemanner as,
but independent of, the value used for blinding
the Z bosonmass fits. As the fits to the different
kinematic variables have different sensitivities
to systematic uncertainties, their consistency
confirms that the sources of systematic uncer-
tainties are well understood. Systematic uncer-
tainties, propagated by varying the simulation
parameters within their uncertainties and re-
peating the fits to these simulated data, are
shown in Table 1. The correlated uncertainty in
the mT (p‘T , pnT ) fit between the muon and

electron channels is 5.8 (7.9, 7.4)MeV. Themass
fits are stable with respect to variations of the
fitting ranges.
Simulated experiments are used to evaluate

the statistical correlations between fits, which
are found to be 69% (68%) between mT and
p‘T (p

n
T) fit results and 28% between p‘

T and pnT
fit results (43). The six individual MW results
are combined (including correlations) by
means of the best linear unbiased estimator
(66) to obtain MW ¼ 80;433:5 T 9:4MeV ,
with c2/dof = 7.4/5 corresponding to a prob-
ability of 20%. The mT, p‘

T, and pn
T fits in the

electron (muon) channel contribute weights
of 30.0% (34.2%), 6.7% (18.7%), and 0.9%
(9.5%), respectively. The combined result is
shown in Fig. 1, and its associated systematic
uncertainties are shown in Table 2.

Discussion

The dataset used in this analysis is about four
times as large as the one used in the previous
analysis (41, 43). Although the resolution of the
hadronic recoil is somewhat degraded in the
new data because of the higher instantaneous
luminosity, the statistical precision of themea-
surement fromthe larger sample is still improved
by almost a factor of 2. To achieve a commen-
surate reduction in systematic uncertainties, a
number of analysis improvements have been
incorporated, as described in table S1. These im-
provements are based on using cosmic-ray and
collider data inwaysnot employedpreviously to
improve (i) the COT alignment and drift model
and the uniformity of the EM calorimeter re-
sponse, and (ii) the accuracy and robustness of
the detector response and resolution model in
the simulation. Additionally, theoretical inputs
to the analysis have been updated. Upon incor-
porating the improved understanding of PDFs
and track reconstruction, our previousmeasure-
ment is increased by 13.5MeV to 80,400.5MeV;
the consistency of the latter with the new mea-
surement is at the percent probability level.
In conclusion, we report a new measure-

ment of theW bosonmass with the complete
dataset collected by the CDF II detector at the
Fermilab Tevatron, corresponding to 8.8 fb−1

of integrated luminosity. This measurement,
MW ¼ 80;433:5 T 9:4MeV, is more precise
than all previous measurements ofMW com-
bined and subsumes all previous CDF mea-
surements from 1.96-TeV data (38, 39, 41, 43).
A comparison with the SM expectation of
MW ¼ 80;357 T 6MeV (10), treating the quoted
uncertainties as independent, yields a differ-
ence with a significance of 7.0s and suggests
the possibility of improvements to the SM
calculation or of extensions to the SM. This
comparison, along with past measurements, is
shown in Fig. 5. Using the method described
in (45), we obtain a combined Tevatron (CDF
and D0) result of MW ¼ 80;427:4 T 8:9MeV.
Assuming no correlation between the Tevatron
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Table 2. Uncertainties on the combined
MW result.

Source Uncertainty (MeV)

Lepton energy scale 3.0
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

Lepton energy resolution 1.2
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

Recoil energy scale 1.2
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

Recoil energy resolution 1.8
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

Lepton efficiency 0.4
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

Lepton removal 1.2
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

Backgrounds 3.3
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

pZT model 1.8
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

pWT =p
Z
T model 1.3

. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

Parton distributions 3.9
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

QED radiation 2.7
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

W boson statistics 6.4
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

Total 9.4
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .

Fig. 5. Comparison of this CDF
II measurement and past MW

measurements with the SM
expectation. The latter includes
the published estimates of the
uncertainty (4 MeV) due to
missing higher-order quantum
corrections, as well as the
uncertainty (4 MeV) from other
global measurements used as
input to the calculation, such as
mt. c, speed of light in a vacuum.
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MW at hadron colliders 
via template fitting
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 determination at hadron collidersmW

 ● In charged-current DY, it is NOT possible to reconstruct the lepton-neutrino invariant mass
    Full reconstruction is possible (but not easy) only in the transverse plane

 ● A generic observable has a linear response to an  variation 
    With a goal for the relative error of , the problem seems to be unsolvable

 ●   extracted from the study of the shape of the ,  and   distributions  in CC-DY 
    thanks to the jacobian peak that enhances the sensitivity to 

                       

      → enhanced sensitivity at the  level (  distribution ) or even at the  level (  distribution)
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problems are due to ・the smearing of the distributions due to difficult neutrino reconstruction

                               ・sensitivity to the modelling of initial state QCD effects

Experimental Observables 

5 EPS-HEP Stockholm   18/07/2013 T.Kurca for D0 Collaboration 

pT(e) 
 most affected by pT(W)   

MT 
 less sensitive to transverse motion of W 
- sensitive to detector resolution effects 

          No pT(W)  
   pT(W) included 

  Detector effects  

  extract W mass from 3 observables transversal to the beam direction:   
               Electron pT 
               W transverse mass MT 
               Missing ET 

  complementary observables, not completely correlated 
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Given one experimental kinematical distribution
  · we compute the corresponding theoretical distribution for several hypotheses of one Lagrangian input parameters (e.g. )
  · we compute, for each  hypothesis, a   defined in a certain interval around the jacobian peak (fitting window)
  · we look for the minimum of the  distribution
The  value associated to the position of the minimum is the experimental result

mW
m(k)

W χ2
k

χ2

mW

 determination at hadron colliders: template fittingmW
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A determination at the  level requires 
a control over the shape of the distributions at the per mille level

The theoretical uncertainties of the templates 
contribute to the theoretical systematic error on 

10−4
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The template fitting procedure is acceptable if the data are described by the theoretical distribution with high quality
Template fitting: description of the single lepton transverse momentum distribution

Scale variation of the N3LO+N3LL prediction for ptlep  
provides a set of equally good templates 
but the width of the uncertainty band is at the few percent level 
a factor 10 larger than the naive estimate would require !

for the kinematical distributions of the final-state leptons.
A particularly relevant distribution is the leptonic trans-
verse momentum, which plays a central role in the precise
extraction of the W-boson mass at the LHC [2,6]. Figure 3
shows the differential distribution of the negatively charged
lepton at three different orders, for our default value
pcut
T ¼ 0.81 GeV. Unlike for the fiducial cross section,

the inclusion of pll
T resummation in this observable is

crucial to cure local (integrable) divergences in the spec-
trum due to the presence of a Sudakov shoulder [120] at
pl−
T ∼mll=2. The figure shows an excellent convergence

of the perturbative prediction, with residual uncertainties at
N3LOþ N3LL of the order of a few percent across the
entire range.
Conclusions.—In this Letter, we have presented state-of-

the-art predictions for the fiducial cross section and differ-
ential distributions in the Drell-Yan process at the LHC,
through both N3LO and N3LOþ N3LL in QCD. These new
predictions are obtained through the combination of an
accurate NNLO calculation for the production of a Drell-
Yan pair in association with one jet, and the N3LL
resummation of logarithmic corrections arising at small
pll
T . The high quality of these results allowed us to carry

out a thorough study of the performance of the computa-
tional method adopted, reaching an excellent control over
all systematic uncertainties involved. We presented pre-
dictions for two different definitions of the fiducial vol-
umes, relying either on symmetric cuts Eq. (2a) on the
transverse momentum of the leptons, or on a recently
proposed product cuts Eq. (2b) which is shown to improve
the stability of the perturbative series. Our results display
residual theoretical uncertainties at the Oð1%Þ level in the

fiducial cross section, and at the few-percent level in
differential distributions. These predictions will play an
important role in the comparison of experimental data with
an accurate theoretical description of the Drell-Yan process
at the LHC.

We are grateful to Luca Buonocore, Massimiliano
Grazzini, and Gavin Salam for discussions and constructive
comments on the manuscript, and to Aude Gehrmann–De
Ridder, Tom Morgan, and Duncan Walker for their con-
tributions to the V þ jet process in the NNLOJET code.
This work has received funding from the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research
Foundation) under Grant No. 396021762-TRR 257, from
the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNF) under
Contracts No. PZ00P2_201878, No. 200020_188464,
and No. 200020_204200, from the U.K. Science and
Technology Facilities Council (STFC) through Grant
No. ST/T001011/1, from the Italian Ministry of
University and Research (MIUR) through Grant
No. PRIN 20172LNEEZ, and from the European
Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme grant
agreement 101019620 (ERC Advanced Grant TOPUP).
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The template fitting procedure is acceptable if the data are described by the theoretical distribution with high quality
Template fitting: description of the single lepton transverse momentum distribution

Scale variation of the N3LO+N3LL prediction for ptlep  
provides a set of equally good templates 
but the width of the uncertainty band is at the few percent level 
a factor 10 larger than the naive estimate would require !

for the kinematical distributions of the final-state leptons.
A particularly relevant distribution is the leptonic trans-
verse momentum, which plays a central role in the precise
extraction of the W-boson mass at the LHC [2,6]. Figure 3
shows the differential distribution of the negatively charged
lepton at three different orders, for our default value
pcut
T ¼ 0.81 GeV. Unlike for the fiducial cross section,

the inclusion of pll
T resummation in this observable is

crucial to cure local (integrable) divergences in the spec-
trum due to the presence of a Sudakov shoulder [120] at
pl−
T ∼mll=2. The figure shows an excellent convergence

of the perturbative prediction, with residual uncertainties at
N3LOþ N3LL of the order of a few percent across the
entire range.
Conclusions.—In this Letter, we have presented state-of-

the-art predictions for the fiducial cross section and differ-
ential distributions in the Drell-Yan process at the LHC,
through both N3LO and N3LOþ N3LL in QCD. These new
predictions are obtained through the combination of an
accurate NNLO calculation for the production of a Drell-
Yan pair in association with one jet, and the N3LL
resummation of logarithmic corrections arising at small
pll
T . The high quality of these results allowed us to carry

out a thorough study of the performance of the computa-
tional method adopted, reaching an excellent control over
all systematic uncertainties involved. We presented pre-
dictions for two different definitions of the fiducial vol-
umes, relying either on symmetric cuts Eq. (2a) on the
transverse momentum of the leptons, or on a recently
proposed product cuts Eq. (2b) which is shown to improve
the stability of the perturbative series. Our results display
residual theoretical uncertainties at the Oð1%Þ level in the

fiducial cross section, and at the few-percent level in
differential distributions. These predictions will play an
important role in the comparison of experimental data with
an accurate theoretical description of the Drell-Yan process
at the LHC.
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→ data driven approach
     a Monte Carlo event generator is tuned to the data in NCDY ( )
                                                    ↓
     the same parameters are then used to prepare the CCDY templates
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inputs, χ2/dof and the probability of obtaining a χ2/dof at least as large, are summarized in Table S9.

B. Consistency checks

We compare the electron and muon p!T fit results obtained from subsamples of the data chosen to enhance possible
residual instrumental effects (Table S10). The uncertainty on the difference between the W+ → µ+ν and W− → µ−ν
fits includes the uncertainty due to the COT alignment (the uncertainty in the intercept of the linear fit in Fig. S6),
which contributes to this mass splitting. The mass fit differences for the electron channel are shown with and without
applying an E/p-based calibration from the corresponding subsample. The stability of the momentum and energy
scales is verified by performing Z-boson mass fits in subsamples separated in chronological time (indicated by run
number in Table S10).

We additionally test the stability of the mass fits as the fit ranges are varied. The variations of the fitted mass values
relative to the nominal results are consistent with expected statistical fluctuations, as shown in Figs. S39-S41 [107].

CDF collaboration, Scince 376, 170-176 (2022)     Eur.Phys.J.C 78 (2018) 2, 110, Eur.Phys.J.C 78 (2018) 11, 898 (erratum) 
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The template fitting procedure is acceptable if the data are described by the theoretical distribution with high quality
Template fitting: description of the single lepton transverse momentum distribution

Scale variation of the N3LO+N3LL prediction for ptlep  
provides a set of equally good templates 
but the width of the uncertainty band is at the few percent level 
a factor 10 larger than the naive estimate would require !

for the kinematical distributions of the final-state leptons.
A particularly relevant distribution is the leptonic trans-
verse momentum, which plays a central role in the precise
extraction of the W-boson mass at the LHC [2,6]. Figure 3
shows the differential distribution of the negatively charged
lepton at three different orders, for our default value
pcut
T ¼ 0.81 GeV. Unlike for the fiducial cross section,

the inclusion of pll
T resummation in this observable is

crucial to cure local (integrable) divergences in the spec-
trum due to the presence of a Sudakov shoulder [120] at
pl−
T ∼mll=2. The figure shows an excellent convergence

of the perturbative prediction, with residual uncertainties at
N3LOþ N3LL of the order of a few percent across the
entire range.
Conclusions.—In this Letter, we have presented state-of-

the-art predictions for the fiducial cross section and differ-
ential distributions in the Drell-Yan process at the LHC,
through both N3LO and N3LOþ N3LL in QCD. These new
predictions are obtained through the combination of an
accurate NNLO calculation for the production of a Drell-
Yan pair in association with one jet, and the N3LL
resummation of logarithmic corrections arising at small
pll
T . The high quality of these results allowed us to carry

out a thorough study of the performance of the computa-
tional method adopted, reaching an excellent control over
all systematic uncertainties involved. We presented pre-
dictions for two different definitions of the fiducial vol-
umes, relying either on symmetric cuts Eq. (2a) on the
transverse momentum of the leptons, or on a recently
proposed product cuts Eq. (2b) which is shown to improve
the stability of the perturbative series. Our results display
residual theoretical uncertainties at the Oð1%Þ level in the

fiducial cross section, and at the few-percent level in
differential distributions. These predictions will play an
important role in the comparison of experimental data with
an accurate theoretical description of the Drell-Yan process
at the LHC.
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→ data driven approach
     a Monte Carlo event generator is tuned to the data in NCDY ( )
                                                    ↓
     the same parameters are then used to prepare the CCDY templates

pZ
⊥
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What are the limitations of the transfer of information from NCDY to CCDY ?
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Comments on the data driven approach
   • The Monte Carlo event generators typically have NLO+(N)LL QCD perturbative accuracy 
     → to match the data they might require a reweighing factor larger than a code N3LO+N3LL

   • The tuning to the data should be done in association to QCD scale variations
     → starting from different pQCD scale choices, we can achieve by construction the same description of NCDY
          with different reweighing functions
          but
          we should check how the different alternatives behave when applied to CCDY

   • The tuning assumes that the missing factor taken from the data is universal, i.e. identical for NCDY and CCDY
          but
          several elements of difference:
               - masses and phase-space factors, acceptances
               - different electric charges (QED corrections)
               - different initial states  (→ PDFs, heavy quarks effects)
               
   • The tuning assumes that the reweighing factor derived from 
                             applies equally well to the  and to the lepton transverse momentum in CCDY

   • It is possible that BSM physics is reabsorbed in the tuning

   • The interpretation of the fitted value is not necessarily the SM lagrangian parameter

pZ
⊥

pW
⊥

9
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 ● very large impact of initial-state QCD radiation on the ptlep distribution
 ● large radiative corrections due to QED final state radiation at the jacobian peak
 ● very large interplay of QCD and QED corrections redefining the precise shape of the jacobian peak

Interplay of QCD and QED corrections
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 ● very large impact of initial-state QCD radiation on the ptlep distribution
 ● large radiative corrections due to QED final state radiation at the jacobian peak
 ● very large interplay of QCD and QED corrections redefining the precise shape of the jacobian peak

Interplay of QCD and QED corrections

NLO-QCD + QCDPS + QEDPS  is the lowest order meaningful approximation of this observable

the precise size of the mixed QCDxQED corrections (and uncertainties) depends on the choice for the QCD modelling
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Comments on the  minimisation in the template fitχ2

                    

The  contribution to the covariance matrix is never included, because of the non-statistical nature of theory uncertainties

The  minimisation leads to sensible and stable results when the deviation of the data from the templates is
      comparable to the size of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
but
the lepton transverse momentum distribution receives very large corrections in QCD, much larger than 0.1%  ;
the absence of  makes it impossible to assign a “sensible” contribution to the , e.g. when applying scale variations
(instability of the  minimisation)

 → the data driven approach remains the only way to pursue a template fit approach
      at the price of losing the possibility to study the theoretical uncertainties on the modelling

χ2 = ( ⃗d − ⃗t )T ⋅ C−1 ⋅ ( ⃗d − ⃗t ) C = Σstat + Σsyst,exp + ΣMC + ΣPDF+Σsyst,th

Σsyst,th

χ2

Σsyst,th χ2

χ2

11



MW from a  
jacobian asymmetry
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The lepton transverse momentum distribution in charged-current Drell-Yan

The lepton transverse momentum distribution has a jacobian peak 

induced by the factor   .

When studying the W resonance region, the peak appears at 

Kinematical end point at   at LO

The decay width allows to populate the upper tail of the distribution

Sensitivity to soft radiation → double peak at NLO-QCD

The QCD-ISR next-to-leading-log resummation broadens the distribution
and cures the sensitivity to soft radiation at the jacobian peak.

1/ 1 −
s

4p2
⊥

p⊥ ∼
mW

2
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2
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In the  spectrum the sensitivity to  and important QCD features are closely intertwinedpℓ
⊥ mW
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The lepton transverse momentum distribution in charged-current Drell-Yan

Impressive progress in QCD calculations
             X.Chen, T.Gehrmann,N.Glover, A.Huss, P.Monni, E.Re, L.Rottoli, P.Torrielli, arXiv:2203.01565
             X.Chen, T.Gehrmann, N.Glover, A.Huss, T.yang, H.Zhu, arXiv: 2205.11426
             J.Campbell, T.Neumann, arXiv:2207.07056 
             S.Camarda, L.Cieri, G.Ferrera, arXiv:2303.12781

Uncertainty band based on canonical scale variations
     
       excluding ratios=4   (7 variations)
         (2 variations)

At NNLO+N3LL, residual ±2%  uncertainty

μR,F = ξR,F (Mℓν)2 + (pℓν
⊥ )2 , μQ = ξQMℓν

ξR,F ∈ (1/2,1,2)
(ξR, ξF) = (1,1) and ξQ = (1/4,1)

The peak of the distribution is located at  GeV

The point of maximal sensitivity is shifted by : 
     -  compared to the nominal value 
     - the effect of resummed QCD radiation

p⊥ ∼ 38.5

ΓW /2 mW /2
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Logarithmic order counting for resummation
Fixed-order counting for the total DY cross section

S = 13 TeV pℓ
⊥ > 20 GeV, Mℓν

⊥ > 27 GeV, |ηℓ | < 2.5
pℓℓ

⊥

RadISH + MCFM 
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Sensitivity to the W boson mass: independence from QCD approximation

The determination of  requires the possibility to appreciate
the distortion of the distribution induced by 2 different mass hypotheses

A shift by  MeV distorts the distribution at few per mille level

In pure QCD,
the distortion is independent of the QCD approximation or scale choice

The process can be factorized in production (with QCD effects)
       times propagation and decay of the W boson.
The sensitivity to  stems from the propagation and decay part 

The sensitivity to  is independent of the QCD approximation 
The central value and the uncertainty on  instead do depend
       on the QCD approximation

mW

ΔmW = 20

mW

mW
mW

Where is the sensitivity to  ? Which bins are the most relevant?
The study of the covariance matrix for  variations shows that one specific combination of bins 
carries the bulk of the sensitivity to       →    following this indication, we design a new observable

mW
mW

mW
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   • The  spectrum includes N bins.

   • After the rotation which diagonalises the  covariance, 
              we have N linear combinations of the primary bins.

   • The combination associated to the (by far) largest eigenvalue
     exhibits a very clear and simple pattern

   • The point where the coefficients change sign is very stable
     at different orders in QCD and with different  bin ranges
     and it is found at 

pℓ
⊥

mW

pℓ
⊥ ∼ 37 GeV
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Sensitivity to the W boson mass: covariance with respect to  variationsmW
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The jacobian asymmetry 𝒜pℓ
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mW = 80.379 GeV

NLO+NLL

NNLO+NNLL

NNLO+N3LL

The asymmetry is an observable (i.e. it is measurable via counting):  its value is one single scalar number
It depends only on the edges of the two defining bins

Increasing  shifts the position of the peak to the right     Events migrate from the blue to the orange bin     
  The asymmetry decreases

mW →
→
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pseudo-experiment syst+stat

The jacobian asymmetry  as a function of 𝒜pℓ
⊥

mW

The asymmetry  has a linear dependence on , 
       stemming from the linear dependence on the end-point position

The slope of the asymmetry expresses the sensitivity to  , 
       in a given setup  

The slope is the same with every QCD approximation   
      (factorization of QCD effects, perturbative and non-perturbative)

The “large” size of the two bins  GeV leads to  
      - small statistical errors
      - excellent stability of the QCD results (inclusive quantity)
      - ease to unfold the data to particle level   (  combination)

𝒜p⊥
mW

mW
(pℓ,min

⊥ , pℓ,mid
⊥ , pℓ,max

⊥ )

𝒪(5 − 10)

mW

The experimental value and the theoretical predictions can be directly compared  (  from the intersection of two lines)

The main systematics on the two fiducial cross sections is related to the lepton momentum scale resolution
A determination at the  level from the experimental side seems possible

mW

±15 MeV
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Reading the uncertainties on mW
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 determination at the LHC as a function of the  parametersmW 𝒜pℓ
⊥

Each QCD scale-variations band determines an  interval
    (intersection with the central experimental line)

Important role of the N3LL corrections

We first check the convergence order-by-order.
If we observe it, then we take the size of the  interval
   as estimator of the residual pQCD uncertainty

We do not trust the scale variations alone
     cfr the choice with  GeV

A pQCD uncertainty at the  level is achievable
    based on CCDY data alone

The choice of the midpoint is important to identify two regions
with excellent QCD convergence

mW

mW

→ pℓ,mid
⊥ = 38

±5 MeV

as pseudo-experimental value we choose the NNLO+N3LL result with mW = 80.379

pW
⊥ < 15 GeV
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What’s missing?
The excellent convergence in pQCD of the asymmetry  
is the best possible starting point to discuss

   • the impact on the central  value of
          - missing perturbative corrections (QED, QCDxEW)
          - non-perturbative effects

      → each effect yields a vertical offset of   →  shift
           QED corrections might also change the slope

      → the non-perturbative effects are a refinement of the study
               - impact on top of NNLO+N3LL is expected moderate
               - not a necessary element as in the template fit case

   • the propagation of the uncertainties

      → the linearity of the dependence on  allows 
           an easy propagation of each uncertainty source
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Two items of central relevance are     the intrinsic  of the initial state partons (non-perturbative effects)
                                                       the proton collinear PDFs 

k⊥
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Loss of information ?    • The  spectrum includes N bins.
   • After the rotation which diagonalises the  covariance, 
              we have N linear combinations of the primary bins.
   • We keep only one combination, the asymmetry, out of N.
      Are we losing information ?

   • The amount of information available depends:
          -on the sensitivity of each observable to 
          -on the uncertainties affecting the observable

   • the jacobian asymmetry has 
           the largest sensitivity to  among the N combinations
           a very low pQCD uncertainty

   • the remaining N-1 combinations have
           quite low sensitivity to  (cfr. the eigenvalues)  
           possibly large QCD uncertainties (in progress)

If the amount of information is related to “signal/noise”,
         the asymmetry has very low pQCD noise.

The remaining N-1 combinations describe the QCD features
         of the  spectrum → disentangling  from pQCD
         →possible increase of the total QCD uncertainty
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Information transfer from NCDY to CCDY :    a validation exercise
  • NNLO+N3LL with central scales    is our MC truth = pseudodata    both for NCDY and CCDY

  • we take NNLO+NNLL as theory model

- for different scale choices we compute the reweighing functions  from NNLO+NNLL to the  pseudodata

                                        

- we then use the appropriate reweighing function in CCDY at NNLO+NNLL for each different scale choice

                                         

 - we compare the reweighed results and the CCDY pseudodata and study the residual scale dependence

                                        

 - naive expectation: since by construction all the scale choices match the  pseudodata, 
                               then also in CC-DY we should find the same (i.e. no scale dependence)
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Reweighed results vs pseudodata  for CC-DY :  scale uncertainty of the shapes
NNLO+NNLL                                     NNLO+NNLL reweighed                     NNLO+N3LL  (“truth”)
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 • the reweighed   and  distributions are close to the CCDY pseudodata ( improved accuracy )
    but still show a not negligible scale uncertainty at the level of their shapes 
 • reweighing is more effective for  (smaller residual uncertainty) than for    → check on the  determination
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Information transfer from NCDY to CCDY :    a validation exercise

  • we determine  using the three sets of distributions:
    · plain NNLO+NNLL
    · reweighed NNLO+NNLL 
    · NNLO+N3LL 

  • the pQCD uncertainty on 
    estimated with or without reweighing is of similar size 
    (in our case the NNLO+NNLL QCD uncertainty)

  → the usage of the  information 
           improves the accuracy of the data description
           does not improve the precision of the templates 
                 (beyond that of the model)

  → usage of the highest available perturbative order is recommended
       to minimize the pQCD systematics in the transfer from Z to W
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 determination at the Tevatron as a function of the  parameters ( no  reweighing )mW 𝒜pℓ
⊥

pZ
⊥

as pseudo-experimental value we choose the NNLO+N3LL result with mW = 80.379
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  • we compute  at the Tevatron, from CC-DY, as a function of 
     we vary the QCD scales in the canonical ranges

  • in the most optimistic configuration, at NLO+NNLL,
     a range of values  is found

  • NLO+NNLL is the same perturbative accuracy available in ResBos

  •   it is difficult to expect a very significant uncertainty reduction
      thanks to the  data information only (cfr. previous slides)

  → usage of the highest available perturbative order is recommended
       to minimize the pQCD systematics in the transfer from Z to W
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 determination at the Tevatron as a function of the  parameters ( no  reweighing )mW 𝒜Mℓν
⊥

pZ
⊥

as pseudo-experimental value we choose the NNLO+N3LL result with mW = 80.379
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  • we compute  at the Tevatron, from CC-DY, as a function of 
     we vary the QCD scales in the canonical ranges

  • NLO+NNLL is the same perturbative accuracy available in ResBos

  • we neglect important detector simulation effects 
     → optimistic estimates for the uncertainty

  • in the most optimistic configuration, at NLO+NNLL,
     a range of values  is found
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PDF uncertainties

  • the PDF uncertainties on  are evaluated in a conservative way
     using the 100 replicae of the NNPDF4.0 - NLO set
     → 

  • the spread of the central values of CT18NNLO, MSHTnnlo, NNPDF4.0
     if of  

  • this size of the uncertainty is expected:
         is one single observable,   particularly sensitive to PDF variations

     → more information is needed to mitigate this problem

mW

δmPDF
W = ± 11 MeV

∼ 30 MeV

𝒜pℓ
⊥

  1) in situ profiling 
      (e.g. use additional bins of the  distribution)

  2) combination of results in different rapidity acceptance regions
       (e.g. LHCb combined with ATLAS/CMS)

  3) combination of results for  and 
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PDF uncertainty on MW: exploiting the theoretical constraints
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all PDF replicas are correlated because the parton densities are developed in the same QCD framework
    1) obey sum rules,  2) satisfy DGLAP equations,   3) are based on the same data set

the “unitarity constraint” of each parton density affects the parton-parton luminosities, which, convoluted with the partonic xsec,
     in turn affect the hadron-level xsec

E.Bagnaschi, AV, Phys.Rev.Lett.126 (2021) 4, 041801 
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PDF uncertainty on MW: exploiting the theoretical constraints
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χ2
k, min = ∑

r,s∈bins
(𝒯0,k − 𝒟exp)r

C−1
rs (𝒯0,k − 𝒟exp)s

          total covarianceC = ΣPDF + Σstat + ΣMC + Σexp syst

Inserting the information about PDFs in the covariance matrix

leads to a profiling action “in situ”, given by the data themselves

the PDF uncertainty can be reduced to the few MeV level

thanks to the strong anti correlated behaviour of the two tails of pℓ
⊥
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PDF rapidity correlations Detailed study in the    Tevatron-LHC W-boson mass Combination Working Group PDF correlations
● Simplified picture of 

estimated PDF 
correlations across 
colliders and experiments

● As expected: not trivial 
ranging from -0.5 to +0.5

● Exact values found to 
depend significantly on 
PDF set

● Note: many of the other 
uncertainties will be 
largely uncorrelated 
between measurements

12
30

The anticorrelation w.r.t. PDFs of the LHCb results helps reducing the total PDF uncertainty

plot from Jan Kretschmar’s talk at the EW WG general meeting (November 16th 2022)

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/MWCOMB
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Conclusions

  •  The shape of the CC-DY kinematical distributions depends on a non-trivial combination of QCD effects and the  value
      → disentangling QCD from  is the problem under discussion

  •  The templates used to fit the data are prepared relying on specific choices in pQCD (i.e. perturbative order and  )
      → scale variations in the preparation of the templates are a necessary step 
          to properly estimate the pQCD uncertainty

  •  The study of the pQCD uncertainties is problematic within a template fit procedure ( very precise data vs large pQCD unc.)
       → the usage of data improves the accuracy of the data description, it does not improves the precision of the model
       → the asymmetries  might help the discussion, with a simpler procedure of assessment 
            of the pQCD uncertainty and of all higher-order effects
      →  with such observables it is easy to profit of the impressive progress in pQCD calculations
       

  •  A useful tuning of non-perturbative parameters should be done on top of the NNLO+N3LL predictions
            Can such a study replace a PYTHIA tune ?

mW
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Thank you
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Uncertainty estimates by the CDF collaboration, Science 376, 170-176 (2022)
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improved. The quoted uncertainties from those models are estimated using plausible assumptions in the context
of the models themselves and, therefore, do not cover the possibility of significant updates. Future improvements
or corrections in any relevant theoretical modeling can alter this result in a way that could reduce or enhance the
observed discrepancy with the SM expectation, just as the SM expectation is also subject to improvements.

A. Parton distribution functions

At hadron colliders, the distribution of longitudinal momentum of W bosons is determined by the PDFs describing
the probability density of the fraction x of a hadron’s momentum carried by an interacting parton. Variations in the
PDFs induce variations in the transverse kinematic distributions because of the incomplete lepton acceptance in the
longitudinal direction [92]. Since the beginning of the analysis [39], the cteq6m PDFs, which have been used for
event generation, have been superseded by other global fits to a broader set of more precise data. We consider the
recent independent PDF fits performed by the abmp16 [90], cj15 [91], ct18 [61], mmht2014 [62] and nnpdf3.1 [60]
collaborations at nlo and nnlo in QCD. We study the effect of PDF variations by analysing pseudoexperiments in
which simulated events have been reweighted using different PDF sets.

The accuracy of nnlo PDFs in describing the global data sets is expected to be higher than nlo sets due to
their higher perturbative order. We use the nnpdf3.1 set to quantify the PDF uncertainty from the global fit. The
nnpdf3.1 methodology captures the uncertainties in the data by fitting fluctuated replicas of the data including
their correlations, which is a statistically rigorous procedure. A ct18 study [61] has found that at most about 30
parameters can be varied simultaneously in a global PDF fit, since additional parameters tend to fit statistical noise
and destabilize the fit. On the other hand, a study [93] by the nnpdf group found that only 14 parameters are needed
to capture the uncertainties in the mmht2014 PDF set, and that 11 parameters are sufficient to capture the relevant
uncertainties for electroweak observables [94]. We conservatively use a set of 25 symmetric nnpdf3.1 eigenvectors [93]
constructed according to the prescription of Ref. [93], and obtain a PDF uncertainty of 3.9 MeV.

For a consistency check, we perform a comparative study using the following sets which are available at nnlo;
ct18, mmht2014 and nnpdf3.1. Using the resbos generator, we find the MW central values from these PDF sets
to be consistent within ±2.1 MeV of their midpoint.

An additional consistency check is provided by comparing the MW values from the following nlo PDF sets; abmp16,
cj15, mmht2014 and nnpdf3.1. We find that they are consistent within ±3 MeV of their midpoint (within ±6 MeV
if ct18 is included, but this spread reduces substantially when going from nlo to nnlo PDFs, suggesting perturbative
convergence). These checks show that the differences between PDF sets due to differences in parametrizations and
more importantly, due to different choices of fitted data sets, induce MW variations that are within the quoted
uncertainty. For example, the cj15 set includes all Tevatron data on the W -charge asymmetry, as well as the lepton-
charge asymmetry from W boson decays and quasi-free neutron scattering data from the Jefferson Lab BONuS
experiment [95, 96]. Inclusion of the W -charge asymmetry data set from the Tevatron improves the precision of the
d/u quark distribution ratio at high x by a factor of three beyond the precision achieved after all the lepton-charge
asymmetry data have already been included in the fit [91]. The d/u quark distribution ratio at high x most strongly
determines the rate of W boson production at high rapidity, and therefore the PDF-dependent uncertainty induced
by the limited detector acceptance for such bosons. The cj15 set also uses about 50% more data than the other
PDF sets, by including high-precision deeply-inelastic scattering measurements at slightly lower Q2 and incorporating
higher-twist effects [91] in their fitting procedure. Higher-twist effects are also included in the abmp16 set, but not
included in the ct18, mmht2014 or nnpdf3.1 sets. The abmp16 set does not include W -charge asymmetry data
and deuteron target data, while the mmht2014 set only includes the W -charge asymmetry data from 1 fb−1 of CDF
data but not the full Run 2 statistics of D0 data, and does not include the BONuS data. They also use different
PDF parameterizations and different treatments (or exclude) higher-twist effects. Given these differences in fitting
methods and data sets, the consistency of MW is an indication of the robustness with respect to PDF variations.

The PDF uncertainty from the cj15 set is 2.9 MeV, which is smaller than our quoted uncertainty of 3.9 MeV based
on the nnpdf3.1 set. As noted, the cj15 set fits more global data of relevance to this measurement. Furthermore,
nnpdf3.1 only uses a fraction of the data in the global fit, while the remainder are used for testing the neural network
convergence. However, we choose to use the nnpdf3.1 set because of its higher perturbative accuracy (nnlo) relative
to CJ15 (nlo).

We investigate the systematic uncertainty due to missing higher-order QCD effects by the standard method of
varying the factorization and renormalization scales in resbos, and by comparing two event generators with different
resummation and non-perturbative schemes. Both methods estimate that the effect of missing higher-order QCD
effects is ≈ 0.4 MeV, which we take as negligible.

We correct the final W -boson mass measurement by using pseudoexperiments to compute the shift between cteq6m
and nnpdf3.1nnlo, which is +(3.3, 3.6, 3.0) MeV for the (mT , p!T , p

ν
T ) fits. As our simulated templates are generated

Source of systematic mT fit p!T fit pνT fit

uncertainty Electrons Muons Common Electrons Muons Common Electrons Muons Common

Lepton energy scale 5.8 2.1 1.8 5.8 2.1 1.8 5.8 2.1 1.8

Lepton energy resolution 0.9 0.3 -0.3 0.9 0.3 -0.3 0.9 0.3 -0.3

Recoil energy scale 1.8 1.8 1.8 3.5 3.5 3.5 0.7 0.7 0.7

Recoil energy resolution 1.8 1.8 1.8 3.6 3.6 3.6 5.2 5.2 5.2

Lepton u|| efficiency 0.5 0.5 0 1.3 1.0 0 2.6 2.1 0

Lepton removal 1.0 1.7 0 0 0 0 2.0 3.4 0

Backgrounds 2.6 3.9 0 6.6 6.4 0 6.4 6.8 0

pZT model 0.7 0.7 0.7 2.3 2.3 2.3 0.9 0.9 0.9

pWT /pZT model 0.8 0.8 0.8 2.3 2.3 2.3 0.9 0.9 0.9

Parton distributions 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9

QED radiation 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7

Statistical 10.3 9.2 0 10.7 9.6 0 14.5 13.1 0

Total 13.5 11.8 5.8 16.0 14.1 7.9 18.8 17.1 7.4

TABLE S8: Uncertainties on MW (in MeV) as resulting from the transverse-mass, charged-lepton pT and neutrino
pT fits in the W → µν and W → eν samples. The third column for each fit reports the portion of the uncertainty
that is common in the µν and eν results. The muon and electron energy resolutions are anti-correlated because the
track pT resolution and the electron cluster ET resolution both contribute to the width of the E/p peak, which is
used to constrain the electron cluster ET resolution.

Combination mT fit p!T fit pνT fit Value (MeV) χ2/dof Probability

Electrons Muons Electrons Muons Electrons Muons (%)

mT ! ! 80 439.0± 9.8 1.2 / 1 28

p!T ! ! 80 421.2± 11.9 0.9 / 1 36

pνT ! ! 80 427.7± 13.8 0.0 / 1 91

mT & p!T ! ! ! ! 80 435.4± 9.5 4.8 / 3 19

mT & pνT ! ! ! ! 80 437.9± 9.7 2.2 / 3 53

p!T & pνT ! ! ! ! 80 424.1± 10.1 1.1 / 3 78

Electrons ! ! ! 80 424.6± 13.2 3.3 / 2 19

Muons ! ! ! 80 437.9± 11.0 3.6 / 2 17

All ! ! ! ! ! ! 80 433.5± 9.4 7.4 / 5 20

TABLE S9: Combinations of various fit results (in MeV) and the associated uncertainties, χ2, and χ2-probabilities.

The systematic uncertainties considered in Table S8 would induce additional expected shifts upon changing fit ranges,
which are not displayed in the error bars.
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1 Horace only FSR-LL at O(↵) -94±1 -104±1 -204±1 -230±2

2 Horace FSR-LL -89±1 -97±1 -179±1 -195±1

3 Horace NLO-EW with QED shower -90±1 -94±1 -177±1 -190±2

4 Horace FSR-LL + Pairs -94±1 -102±1 -182±2 -199±1

5 Photos FSR-LL -92±1 -100±2 -182±1 -199±2

Table 3. W mass shifts (in MeV) due to di↵erent QED/EW contributions and lepton-pair radi-
ation, for muons and bare electrons at 14 TeV LHC. The templates are computed at LO without
any shower correction, the pseudodata with the accuracy and the QED e↵ects as indicated in the
table.

determination of the W mass are in practice independent of the nominal c.m. energy. This

feature follows from the fact that these theoretical contributions are driven by logarithmic

terms of the form LQED = ln(ŝ/m2
`
), where m` is the mass of the radiating particle.

Independently of the accelerator energy, the configurations with ŝ ' M
2
W
, theW resonance,

dominate the cross section and the kinematical distributions relevant for the determination

of MW .

Comparing the di↵erent lines of table 3, it can be noticed that:

• 1 vs. 2: the contribution due to multiple photon emission, beyond O(↵), dominated

by two-photon radiation terms, amounts to some MeV for muons and to about 20

- 30 MeV for bare electrons, because of the very di↵erent impact of lepton-mass

dependent collinear logarithms LQED. This is in agreement with previous studies

at Tevatron energies, where the contribution of multiple FSR is taken into account

using Photos.

• 2 vs. 3: the contribution of non-logarithmic NLO EW corrections is a small e↵ect,

at a few MeV level, for both muons and electrons, and independent of the considered

observable. This result emphasizes the dominant rôle played by QED FSR at LL

level within the full set of NLO EW corrections.

• 2 vs. 4: the O(↵2) contribution due to lepton-pair radiation induces a shift of MW

of about 5±1 MeV for muons and 3±1 MeV for electrons, when considering the fits

to the transverse mass distribution. It is a not negligible e↵ect given the present

accuracy of the measurement at the Tevatron, where it is presently treated as a

contribution to the QED uncertainty, because the Photos version included in the

Tevatron analyses did not simulate pair radiation‡‡. For W decays into muons, the

shift is of the same order of the one induced by multiple photon emission, whereas

‡‡
At present a version of Photos including the e↵ects of light-pair radiation is available, as described in

ref. [79].
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Table 3. W mass shifts (in MeV) due to di↵erent QED/EW contributions and lepton-pair radi-
ation, for muons and bare electrons at 14 TeV LHC. The templates are computed at LO without
any shower correction, the pseudodata with the accuracy and the QED e↵ects as indicated in the
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- 30 MeV for bare electrons, because of the very di↵erent impact of lepton-mass

dependent collinear logarithms LQED. This is in agreement with previous studies

at Tevatron energies, where the contribution of multiple FSR is taken into account

using Photos.

• 2 vs. 3: the contribution of non-logarithmic NLO EW corrections is a small e↵ect,

at a few MeV level, for both muons and electrons, and independent of the considered

observable. This result emphasizes the dominant rôle played by QED FSR at LL

level within the full set of NLO EW corrections.

• 2 vs. 4: the O(↵2) contribution due to lepton-pair radiation induces a shift of MW

of about 5±1 MeV for muons and 3±1 MeV for electrons, when considering the fits

to the transverse mass distribution. It is a not negligible e↵ect given the present

accuracy of the measurement at the Tevatron, where it is presently treated as a

contribution to the QED uncertainty, because the Photos version included in the

Tevatron analyses did not simulate pair radiation‡‡. For W decays into muons, the

shift is of the same order of the one induced by multiple photon emission, whereas
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At present a version of Photos including the e↵ects of light-pair radiation is available, as described in
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of muons; for recombined electrons the shifts are of the size of ⇠ 1 ± 2 MeV and

⇠ 1± 4 MeV for MT and p
l

T
, respectively.

These results show that a QED-LL approach without matching is more accurate,

at the level of precision required for the MW determination, when QED FSR is

simulated with Photos (line 2). The small di↵erence between the shifts obtained

with Photos with and without matching with the NLO EW results can also be

understood from figure 8, where the relative impact of the EW e↵ects in the two

cases is almost identical.

These comparisons can be considered as a measure of the accuracy inherent in the use

of a generator given by a tandem of tools like ResBos+Photos (like in the present

Tevatron measurements) in the sector of mixed QCD-EW corrections.

The assessment of the uncertainty for the Tevatron as explained in the third item

above, is, in our opinion, one of the most important and original aspects of our study.

6.4.3 Results for the LHC

In this section we present the results for a similar analysis to the one addressed in Sec-

tion 6.4.2, but under LHC conditions. The details of the event selection are shown in

table 11, and the corresponding mass shifts in table 12.

Process pp ! W
+
! µ

+
⌫,

p
s = 14 TeV

PDF MSTW2008 NLO

Event selection |⌘
`
| < 2.5, p`

T
> 20 GeV, p

⌫

T
> 20 GeV, p

W

T
< 30 GeV

Table 11. Event selection used for the study of QED and mixed QCD-EW e↵ects at LHC.

pp ! W
+,

p
s = 14 TeV MW shifts (MeV)

Templates accuracy: NLO-QCD+QCDPS W
+
! µ

+
⌫ W

+
! e

+
⌫(dres)

Pseudodata accuracy QED FSR MT p
`
T MT p

`
T

1 NLO-QCD+(QCD+QED)PS Pythia -95.2±0.6 -400±3 -38.0±0.6 -149±2

2 NLO-QCD+(QCD+QED)PS Photos -88.0±0.6 -368±2 -38.4±0.6 -150±3

3 NLO-(QCD+EW)+(QCD+QED)PStwo-rad Pythia -89.0±0.6 -371±3 -38.8±0.6 -157±3

4 NLO-(QCD+EW)+(QCD+QED)PStwo-rad Photos -88.6±0.6 -370±3 -39.2±0.6 -159±2

Table 12. W mass determination for muons and dressed electrons at the LHC 14 TeV in the
case of W+ production. MW shifts (in MeV) due to multiple QED FSR and mixed QCD-EW
corrections, computed with Pythia-qed and Photos as tools for the simulation of QED FSR
e↵ects. Pythia-qed and Photos have been interfaced to Powheg-v2 with only QCD corrections
(lines 1 and 2) or matched to Powheg-v2 two-rad with NLO (QCD+EW) accuracy (lines 3 and
4). The templates have been computed with Powheg-v2 with only QCD corrections. The results
are based on MC samples with 4⇥108 events.

Similar remarks on the comparison between Pythia-qed and Photos, as well as on

mixed QCD-EW corrections, apply in this case. However, further considerations can be
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5 Photos FSR-LL -92±1 -100±2 -182±1 -199±2

Table 3. W mass shifts (in MeV) due to di↵erent QED/EW contributions and lepton-pair radi-
ation, for muons and bare electrons at 14 TeV LHC. The templates are computed at LO without
any shower correction, the pseudodata with the accuracy and the QED e↵ects as indicated in the
table.

determination of the W mass are in practice independent of the nominal c.m. energy. This

feature follows from the fact that these theoretical contributions are driven by logarithmic

terms of the form LQED = ln(ŝ/m2
`
), where m` is the mass of the radiating particle.

Independently of the accelerator energy, the configurations with ŝ ' M
2
W
, theW resonance,

dominate the cross section and the kinematical distributions relevant for the determination

of MW .

Comparing the di↵erent lines of table 3, it can be noticed that:

• 1 vs. 2: the contribution due to multiple photon emission, beyond O(↵), dominated

by two-photon radiation terms, amounts to some MeV for muons and to about 20

- 30 MeV for bare electrons, because of the very di↵erent impact of lepton-mass

dependent collinear logarithms LQED. This is in agreement with previous studies

at Tevatron energies, where the contribution of multiple FSR is taken into account

using Photos.

• 2 vs. 3: the contribution of non-logarithmic NLO EW corrections is a small e↵ect,

at a few MeV level, for both muons and electrons, and independent of the considered

observable. This result emphasizes the dominant rôle played by QED FSR at LL

level within the full set of NLO EW corrections.

• 2 vs. 4: the O(↵2) contribution due to lepton-pair radiation induces a shift of MW

of about 5±1 MeV for muons and 3±1 MeV for electrons, when considering the fits

to the transverse mass distribution. It is a not negligible e↵ect given the present

accuracy of the measurement at the Tevatron, where it is presently treated as a

contribution to the QED uncertainty, because the Photos version included in the

Tevatron analyses did not simulate pair radiation‡‡. For W decays into muons, the

shift is of the same order of the one induced by multiple photon emission, whereas

‡‡
At present a version of Photos including the e↵ects of light-pair radiation is available, as described in

ref. [79].
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can we constrain the formulation, for the  contribution ?
very stable behaviour of the  distribution in contrast to the  case

ααs
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⊥

of muons; for recombined electrons the shifts are of the size of ⇠ 1 ± 2 MeV and

⇠ 1± 4 MeV for MT and p
l

T
, respectively.

These results show that a QED-LL approach without matching is more accurate,

at the level of precision required for the MW determination, when QED FSR is

simulated with Photos (line 2). The small di↵erence between the shifts obtained

with Photos with and without matching with the NLO EW results can also be

understood from figure 8, where the relative impact of the EW e↵ects in the two

cases is almost identical.

These comparisons can be considered as a measure of the accuracy inherent in the use

of a generator given by a tandem of tools like ResBos+Photos (like in the present

Tevatron measurements) in the sector of mixed QCD-EW corrections.

The assessment of the uncertainty for the Tevatron as explained in the third item

above, is, in our opinion, one of the most important and original aspects of our study.

6.4.3 Results for the LHC

In this section we present the results for a similar analysis to the one addressed in Sec-

tion 6.4.2, but under LHC conditions. The details of the event selection are shown in

table 11, and the corresponding mass shifts in table 12.

Process pp ! W
+
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+
⌫,

p
s = 14 TeV

PDF MSTW2008 NLO

Event selection |⌘
`
| < 2.5, p`

T
> 20 GeV, p

⌫
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W
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< 30 GeV

Table 11. Event selection used for the study of QED and mixed QCD-EW e↵ects at LHC.

pp ! W
+,

p
s = 14 TeV MW shifts (MeV)

Templates accuracy: NLO-QCD+QCDPS W
+
! µ

+
⌫ W

+
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+
⌫(dres)

Pseudodata accuracy QED FSR MT p
`
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T

1 NLO-QCD+(QCD+QED)PS Pythia -95.2±0.6 -400±3 -38.0±0.6 -149±2

2 NLO-QCD+(QCD+QED)PS Photos -88.0±0.6 -368±2 -38.4±0.6 -150±3

3 NLO-(QCD+EW)+(QCD+QED)PStwo-rad Pythia -89.0±0.6 -371±3 -38.8±0.6 -157±3

4 NLO-(QCD+EW)+(QCD+QED)PStwo-rad Photos -88.6±0.6 -370±3 -39.2±0.6 -159±2

Table 12. W mass determination for muons and dressed electrons at the LHC 14 TeV in the
case of W+ production. MW shifts (in MeV) due to multiple QED FSR and mixed QCD-EW
corrections, computed with Pythia-qed and Photos as tools for the simulation of QED FSR
e↵ects. Pythia-qed and Photos have been interfaced to Powheg-v2 with only QCD corrections
(lines 1 and 2) or matched to Powheg-v2 two-rad with NLO (QCD+EW) accuracy (lines 3 and
4). The templates have been computed with Powheg-v2 with only QCD corrections. The results
are based on MC samples with 4⇥108 events.

Similar remarks on the comparison between Pythia-qed and Photos, as well as on

mixed QCD-EW corrections, apply in this case. However, further considerations can be
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Sensitivity to the W boson mass: covariance w.r.t. MW variations

The sensitivity to  can be quantified by means of a matrix of covariance w.r.t.  variations

                    with     

and  represents the i-th bin of the  distribution

The diagonalization of the covariance matrix  yields  linear combinations of the 
transforming independently of each other under  variations

The eigenvalues express the sensitivity for a given  shift, and help classifying the different combinations

mW mW

𝒞ij ≡ ⟨σiσj⟩ − ⟨σi⟩⟨σj⟩ ⟨σ⟩ ≡
1

NW

NW

∑
k=1

σ(mW = m(k)
W )

σi pℓ
⊥

Nbins σi
mW

ΔmW

The first eigenvalue is 560 times the second one (in size)
The associated linear combination has a peculiar structure:  
          all coefficients are positive (negative) for  GeV
Explicit check that the value  is very stable changing QCD approximation or bin range

This value can be appreciated also in the plot of the ratio  → indication for the definition of a new observable

pℓ
⊥ < 37 (pℓ

⊥ > 37)
pℓ

⊥ ∼ 37
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where the sum runs over the Neigenvectors eigenvectors in parameter space, with the associated
pairs of replicas (+ and -). Instead with NNPDF the average and the standard deviation over the
ensemble {q} of Nrep PDF replicas provide the estimate of the best value and of the error on the
observable F :

hF [{q}]i =
1

Nrep

NrepX

k=1

F [{q(k)}] , (3)

�F =

 
1

Nrep � 1

NrepX

k=1

�
F [{q(k)}]� hF [{q}]i

�2
!1/2

. (4)

The results obtained with these three PDF sets can be combined according to the current PDF4LHC
recommendation [20], to find a conservative estimate of the PDF uncertainty.

In this paper we apply this procedure to two observables, namely the lepton transverse mo-
mentum distribution and the W mass determined with the template fit procedure.

2.3 Correlation functions

A useful quantity to evaluate the role of the di↵erent parton densities in the hadronic cross
section is the correlation function ⇢ between the parton-parton luminosities and the charged-
lepton distribution at a given value of the transverse momentum. The parton-parton luminosity
is defined as Pij(x, ⌧) = fi(x, µ2

F )fj(
⌧
x , µ

2
F ) where fi(x, µ2

F ) is the density describing a parton i at

a scale µF and ⌧ = M2

S with M the final state invariant mass and S the hadronic Mandelstam
invariant. The correlation ⇢ is defined as

⇢(x, ⌧) =
hPij(x, ⌧)

d�
dpl?

i � hPij(x, ⌧)ih
d�
dpl?

i

�PDF
Pij

�PDF
d�/dpl?

, (5)

where the angle brackets indicate average with respect to the di↵erent PDF replicas.
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Figure 6: Shape of the lepton transverse-momentum (left panel) and of the lepton pseudorapidity
(right panel) distributions, in presence of di↵erent additional cuts on the lepton-pair transverse
momentum pW? .
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Figure 7: Percentage uncertainty of the individual parton densities f(x,m2
W ) of NNPDF3.0 (left

plot). Correlation of di↵erent parton-parton luminosities with the charged-lepton pl? distribution
at pl? = 40.5 GeV, computed with di↵erent acceptance cuts on |⌘l| and with pW? < 15 GeV.

could bring the uncertainty below the 10 MeV level. The experimental problem to accurately
select the events that pass the cut can be a limiting factor for the improvement in this direction.

The impact of the cut on the lepton-pair transverse momentum can be explained by studying
the change of the relative contribution of the medium- vs the large-x PDF region, where x is the
fraction of momentum of the parent hadron carried by the incoming parton. In Figure 5 (left plot)
we show the normalized d�/dx distributions, where x is the fraction of longitudinal momentum
carried by the partons of one given hadron in the scattering2; they are computed with di↵erent pW?
cuts, and express the relative contribution of a given partonic x to the cross section. In Figure 5

2
The choice of the hadron is not relevant, because the contribution of the partonic subprocesses is symmetric

for exchange of hadrons 1 and 2
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Figure 8: Percentage PDF uncertainty of the charged-lepton pl? distribution (left plot) and shape
of the di↵erential distribution d�/dx (right plot), computed with di↵erent acceptance cuts on |⌘l|
and with pW? < 15 GeV.

(right plot) we show the ratio of the previous distributions, computed with di↵erent pW? cuts, with
respect to the inclusive (no pW? cut) normalized distribution. These ratios express the relative
change of the weight of the various x intervals, in presence of a cut. We thus recognize that the
pW? < 15 GeV cut enhances the x < 0.004 region and suppresses the contribution at x > 0.004.
Since the PDF uncertainty of all the densities rapidly increases for x > 0.1 (cfr. Figure 7, left
plot), the e↵ect of the pW? cut is a reduction of the global PDF uncertainty a↵ecting the mW

determination. A second e↵ect of the cut is a change of the basic shape of the distribution, which
becomes steeper and closer the LO one, above the jacobian peak, as it is shown in Figure 6: this
modification increases the sensitivity of the fitting procedure, which becomes more stable, because
large shifts are more penalized with respect to the case of a broader distribution. In right panel of
Figure 6 we show the normalized lepton pseudorapidity distribution, computed for di↵erent values
of the pW? cut. We observe that with tighter cuts the distribution develops two peaks at forward
and backward rapidities. These regions are dominated by the contribution of at least one valence
quark, whose PDF uncertainty is smaller than the one of the corresponding sea component.

We observe that, for fixed cut on pW? , the PDF uncertainty decreases from 17 (26) to 3 (6)
MeV with NNPDF3.0 (CT10), as one enlarges the charged-lepton rapidity cut, from 1.0 to 4.9. This
reduction is consistent with the smaller PDF uncertainty of the lepton transverse momentum
distribution with the cut |⌘l| < 4.9 shown in Figure 8 (left plot). In this case the problematic
point is the possibility of an accurate measurement of the lepton properties in the large rapidity
regions of the detector.

The impact of the cut on the charged-lepton pseudorapidity can be explained first of all
by recalling that a lepton transverse momentum distribution fully integrated over the lepton-
pair rapidity (without acceptance cuts) would depend on the PDFs only via a single numerical
factor, which drops out when we study the normalized distributions. This ideal limit can be
reached, in a realistic setup, by enlarging the charged-lepton pseudorapidity acceptance. More in
detail, with di↵erent maximal values of ⌘l, we observe a corresponding change of the shape of the
d�/dx distribution, shown in Figure 8 (right plot): the bulk of the distribution is peaked around
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Rapidity acceptance and the relevant partonic-x range
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dσ
dx


